
MINUTES 

TOWN OF QUARTZSITE 

REGULAR MEETING 

and 

PUBLIC HEARING 

ofthe 

PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION 
465 NORTH PLYMOUTH A VENUE 

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2019 at 3:00 P.M.

CALL TO ORDER: 3:00 p.m. 

Chairperson Collier called the Regular Meeting and Public Hearing to order at 3:00 p.m. 

INVOCATION: None. 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE: Chairperson Collier led the Pledge of Allegiance. 

ROLL CALL: 

Chairperson David Collier, present 
Commissioner Dennis Dole, absent 
Commissioner Dennis Kuehl, present 
Commissioner Dan Heaton, present 
Commissioner John "Skip" Gallup, present 
Commissioner Nancy Nichols, present 
Commissioner Eileen Minke, present 

Staff Present: Cliff O'Neill, Assistant Town Manager; Tracey Hess, Community Development; 
Gabriel Marcurio, Code Compliance Officer; Tina Abriani, Town Clerk 

Chairperson Collier welcomed the new Commissioners. 

1. CALL TO THE PUBLIC, ANNOUNCEMENTS AND COMMUNICATIONS FROM

CITIZENS

Shanana Rain Golden-Bear of the Desert Messenger explained that she had done some research and 
noticed something in Ordinance No. 18-13, Paragraph 11. She said the Ordinance states that the Staff 
Report shall be forwarded to the Planning and Zoning Commission and the applicant a minimum of 
five days prior to the Commission meeting. Ms. Golden-Bear said she noticed that the PDF of the 
agenda was actually posted online October 11, 2019, which was only four days ago, and it was time
stamped at 2:21 :44 p.m. She noted that officially, it only has to be, for the Open Meeting Law, posted 
24 hours in advance, but because this is a public hearing for the citizens' review, she said she is 
wondering if, since it did not follow the five-day minimum, it is a problem. 
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Kay Mooring, a concerned citizen of Quartzsite who has been here for 33 years, said we do need many 
new businesses here in Quartzsite, but not more propane sales; there are 10 already that are in operation 
to sell propane. She provided some history on Quartzsite and the need for more infrastructure. 

PUBLIC HEARING 

2. The Public Hearing will consist of the following items:

• PROPOSED ZONING CODE AMENDMENT that affects Zoning Article 3
Definitions to add Poultry.

• ZONING ARTICLE 5, Section 2, Paragraph 12, C-2 to add RETAIL PROPANE
SALES.

• ZONING ARTICLE 5, Section 2, Paragraph 16, LI to add WHOLESALE PROPANE
STORAGE.

• ZONING ARTICLE 5, Section 2, Paragraph 24, to remove the requirement to erect a
solid 6' (foot) high fence along the street side of Commercial Property.

• RZ-8471-41019-01 LOCATION: Northwest 2 acres of1035 W. Main Street,
Quartzsite, AZ. APN # 306-27-035C. Applicant: Crazy Hearts Properties LLC.
Request: Rezone from C2 to R3 to allow multifamily housing.

• CU- 8511-092019-01 LOCATION: 918 N. Central Blvd, Quartzsite, AZ 85346.
APN Number: 306-14-009. Applicant: RANCHO MPH LLC. Request:

Conditional Use Permit for a Propane sales.

Chairperson Collier said the first four items of the Public Hearing would be tabled and sent back to 
staff for clerical work, the proposed zoning amendments -Items One, Two, Three and Four. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill identified the two items available for review during the Public 
Hearing; the first item is the Rezoning Application Number 8471 regarding the proposal by Crazy 
Hearts Properties who has requested rezoning from C2 to R3 to allow multi-family housing on Main 
Street. He said the second application is for Conditional Use Permit Number 8511 for the installation 
of a propane filling station at 918 N. Central Boulevard. 

Shanana Rain Golden-Bear, of Desert Messenger, clarified that in the letter from Mr. Lundgren where 
it talks about the different postings and notifications, under Item 1, where it says all neighboring 
owners were notified via the addresses on the attached list, a copy of the letter was sent out as attached; 
also, all townspeople were notified by the following: a post on Quartzsite Chatter; it should be noted 
that was a Facebook post. She said a post in the Desert Messenger Paper did not happen; the notice 
that Mr. Lundgren posted on Quartzsite Chatter was August 27, 2019 at 5:33 p.m. She said it just read, 
"Hi everyone, having a meet and greet tomorrow at the Fair Times Foods Restaurant, formerly the 
Stagecoach, at 3:00 p.m. to unveil my exciting new plans for the old Ted's Restaurant building. You 
are all invited, and I hope you will be as excited as I am about the current and future improvements 
for Main Street." She said Mr. Lundgren did personal message her on Face book that just said, "Having 
a meet and greet at 3 :00 p.m. tomorrow at Fair Time Restaurant regarding improvements to the old 
Ted's Restaurant, hope you can come." She said that is the only communication that she has had for 
Desert Messenger. She said it was not until last week, at the other Public Hearing that she actually 
learned that the meet and greet was called a citizens' review; she did not know that at the time. She 
explained that she wanted to the let the Commission know that there was quite a bit of confusion that 
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day; she thought it was a meet and greet; nothing was ever put in the paper for a citizens' review at 
any time for either one of these properties. 

Lon Lundgren with Crazy Heart Properties, Mr. Motorhome, said it was his understanding that 
everybody was notified, in fact there was a post put in the Desert Messenger, but somehow it did not 
get in. 

An audience member called Point of Order because Mr. Lundgren needed to speak to the Commission. 

The Chairperson and the Assistant Town Manager noted that Mr. Lundgren was responding to what 
somebody said. 

Mr. Lundgren said he was there to talk about the old Ted's Restaurant that has been sitting there 
vacant, by his guess, somewhere in the neighborhood of 23 to 24 years. He said he was hoping that 
everyone has noticed all of the improvements he has done on Main Street, and he listed these 
improvements. He explained that since he purchased that property, he has asked around and received 
many responses as to what people would like to see the old truck stop become. He said he wants it to 
be something beneficial to the Town. 

Mr. Lundgren said that overwhelmingly most people want to put housing in for the Town, and he is 
here to change the zoning to allow residential, changing the building to put in apartments. He indicated 
there would be 12 one-bedroom apartments and two two-bedroom apartments. Mr. Lundgren passed 
around floor plans and a rendering of what the apartments would look like on the outside; the two
bedroom apartments would be 714 square feet and the one-bedroom apartments would be 650 square 
feet. He discussed what part of the apartments would face the street, patios, a six-foot perimeter wall 
separating the property from the adjacent property, plenty of parking and he noted that all units will 
have sprinkler systems in them. 

Commissioner Nichols noted there is concern about it staying always esthetically pleasing. 

Mr. Lundgren said there will be rules and regulations to keep the property looking nice, low 
maintenance landscaping will be included with sprinkling systems. He said they did not yet know what 
the rents would be, but he would make it as affordable as he can make it. 

Commissioner Heaton said C2 is not a friendly environment for residences. 

Mr. Lundgren spoke of the stores nearby. 

Commissioner Heaton noted that the petition for rezone said Mr. Lundgren wanted to change the 
property to R2, and yet, when the letters went out, it was indicated that it would rezone to R3. He 
asked what the change was there. 

Mr. Lundgren responded that he thought they got a letter from Cliff, the Assistant Town Manager, 
which changed it to R3. 

Commissioner Heaton said that in the information that he has, as a Commissioner, it did not indicate 
that there was any kind of change. He said he did not know what it was dated, and he noted it was not 
signed by anybody. 
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Mr. Lundgren explained that Cliff, the Assistant Town Manager, inadvertently told us that was the 
designation we needed, and then he called us back and said no, it needed to be R3, then we changed it 
toR3. 

Commissioner Heaton said he did notice that on the letters that went out, it did say R3. 

There was a discussion of how R2 and R3 got confused, and Assistant Town Manager O'Neill stated 
that none of the information that went out to the public ever said R2. He explained that the only 
document in the Commissioners' packet with R2 was the original application. 

There was a discussion regarding the parcel size staying at 1.33 acres. 

Chairperson Collier asked what Mr. Lundgren would be doing with the property around the 
apartments. 

Mr. Lundgren responded that his goal, if this project turns out well, would be to suggest putting in 
more multi-use apartments. 

Commissioner Kuehl noted this will be the best attraction on Main Street, and it can entice other 
investors to come in and build. He commended Mr. Lundgren and the Project Manager as well as 
thanked them. 

Commissioner Heaton said it is interesting that the property is zoned C2 and Mr. Lundgren is 
requesting a rezone; he explained that the reason it is zoned C2 is because of the General Plan which 
is orchestrated by the Town with the findings by the Planning and Zoning included as to what direction 
the Town wants to maintain itself or continue to grow. He said C2 is Light Industrial, so the thing is 
that it is against the General Plan. 

Mr. Lundgren replied that we have to change with the times, and he said that other than what he is 
proposing right now, he cannot think of another use of the property that would sustain itself and 
provide a little income. 

Chairperson Collier said it is our job here to find out how we can help you, but also fit in with the rest 
of the Town; it is not in the General Plan that way, but it does not mean that we cannot adjust it. He 
told of other properties on which people live on Main Street. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill explained this is a Public Hearing, so we just hear discussion from 
Mr. Lundgren and then once we get into the action item, then it would be more appropriate for back 
and forth. 

Chairperson Collier called for any Public Hearing comments. 

Shanana Rain Golden-Bear suggested that if the C2 status is maintained, they could make it an 
extended stay motel which is also needed in Town. 

Lon Lundgren explained that the rooms of a motel would only be occupied a few months, so 
financially, it just does not work. 
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Chairperson Collier called for the opening of the Public Hearing concerning the Conditional Use 
Permit for 918 N. Central Boulevard to have propane sales. 

Jeff Thomas introduced himself and his wife Robin who are the managing members of Rancho MHP 
Phoenix, LLC who are the owners of Quail Run RV Park. He explained that they are requesting a 
Conditional Use Permit to install propane sales on the outlying property which is right along Highway 
95 right there on Central Boulevard. He explained their plans are to provide both water and sewer 
facilities for people to dump and get water and to provide propane sales to people. He said this is part 
of the Quail Run RV Park, and he has been working closely with the Fire District and the Utility 
Department. He referenced drawings and listed details of what was shown on the drawings and 
indicated that one slight little change will be the angle for easier movement of vehicles. 

Robin Thomas said we also have the piece of property next to it that can be used to alleviate traffic 
during the busy season. 

Mr. Thomas said they are working closely with the Town to provide some upgrades to Cherokee Lane; 
their plans are to widen Cherokee Lane, to move the fire hydrant and eventually tie all the fire hydrants 
together for better coverage across the board. He said that the entrance itself will be widened from 30 
feet to 40 feet, and they will use radius curves. 

Chairperson Collier asked if there is a protection fence or something to keep people from wandering 
in there. 

Mr. Thomas replied that they have not seen any fence requirements within the regulations; what is 
required is that the actual propane be at least 50 feet away from the property boundaries. He said they 
are still working with the Fire District. He said the requirements are that there has to be a concrete 
filled steel post that has to go at least three feet into the ground and four feet above ground; those are 
crash barriers; we have not seen any requirements for fencing. He said the propane tank itself will be 
laying on the ground or will be vertical instead of horizontal, and the actual pump station itself will be 
out there. He said he was sure that could be locked up so no one could get into it. 

Commissioner Heaton said it appears to him that the owner will give an additional 12 feet of width on 
Cherokee Lane. 

There was a discussion of egress and ingress for the property to provide easy access for everybody 
and to get everybody off Highway 95. 

Chairperson Collier asked how they feel about bringing another propane business to Town. 

Mr. Thomas responded that competition is very good all the time for everybody, and in January there 
are people that are backed up on Highway 95 and it creates a traffic hazard for everybody. 

Mrs. Thomas said they also have the Scenic Road RV Park and there is traffic difficulty for the 
customers staying at that park. 

Commissioner Gallup asked if the propane sales would be open year-round. 
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Mr. Thomas answered no, only October through April. 

Marilyn McFate said she has no objection to people making money or commercial businesses, but she 
does not think our Town needs another bomb. She spoke of how accidents happen with propane, and 
she hates to see our Fire District loaded down with another job. She explained that she feels there must 
be other ways of making money. 

Commissioner Nichols asked if Quartzsite has ever had catastrophic propane explosions other than 
RVs. 

Chairperson Collier told of accidents with propane. 

Commissioner Kuehl told of a fill-up accident that occurred somewhere not in Quartzsite. 

Kay Mooring noted that at this time Quartzsite is surrounded by BLM land, however there are 10 
places selling propane, and she believes that is plenty for a town of 3,000. 

Chairperson Collier closed the Public Hearing. 

BUSINESS 

3. MINUTES - Consider approval of the minutes of the Planning and Zoning Commission
Special Meeting of January 7, 2019, Regular Meeting of January 15, 2019, Workshop of
February 19, 2019 and March 19, 2019 and Work Session of September 17, 2019.

Commissioner Nichols moved to approve the minutes. 

Commissioner Gallup seconded the motion. 

Vote: MOTION CARRIED unanimously (summary: Yes = 6). 

Yes: Chairperson David Collier, Commissioner Dennis Kuehl, Commissioner Dan Heaton, 
Commissioner John "Skip" Gallup, Commissioner Nancy Nichols, Commissioner Eileen Minke 

4. RZ-8471-41019-01 LOCATION: NORTHWEST 2 ACRES OF 1035 W. MAIN 
STREET, QUARTZSITE, AZ. APN # 306-27-03SC. APPLICANT: CRAZY HEARTS 

PROPERTIES LLC. REQUEST: REZONE FROM C2 TO R3 TO ALLOW 

MULTIFAMILY HOUSING-Discussion and possible approval. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill said he could run through our staff report and give some background 
on what our review has been so far to date. 

• Mr. Lundgren supplied his application in April.
• The Town adopted a new citizens' review process by ordinance in November 2018.
• Staff has prepared an updated Development Procedures Ordinance.
• Staff has prepared a one-page document called the Citizen Review Plan provided to applicants

as a guide; applicants are also given a list of the property owners that reside within 300-feet.
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Assistant Town Manager O'Neill said Mr. Lundgren met the minimum requirements of the Citizen 
Review Plan by mailing out the Letter of Invitation to all the property owners within 300-feet 
announcing invitation to those residents and any other interested parties to attend a citizens' review 
meeting which he did on August 28, 2019. He said there was a sign-in sheet which indicated who 
attended the meeting. He said Mr. Lundgren has met all of the requirements and timelines with the 
Citizen Review Process. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill said staff makes a determination or an opinion as to the extent to 
which the proposal is consistent with the General Plan. He spoke of challenging language because the 
project is located on the south side of Main Street; it is bordered on all three sides by C2 property and 
C2 activities, except where the old truck stop is. He explained that it opens up the question about the 
potential of what could happen on that property in the future. He said we took the position that it is 
more of a transitional zone to where we have uses in C2 zoning, C2 uses that are allowed in C2 zoning 
that permit residential type dwellings and recreational vehicle parks. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill said across the street from this proposal, this project, there is a C2 
zoned property where somebody lives full-time; that is their primary dwelling; there is another 
property to the west, the Yacht Club; you have a motel and a small RV park, so you have people 
residing there in that C2 zone; given this, we did not feel too strongly that it was a spot zoning process. 
He explained that it is common in municipalities that there are land uses that transition from one use 
to another. He said that what becomes critical is what the uses are and how they could potentially 
negatively impact on the high-density residential. He said the challenge for this particular rezoning 
application is that all the land to the east of the project is undeveloped, so it is hard to really argue 
that there are a lot of uses that will negatively impact the residents of those apartments; it is an 
unknown. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill said we take Mr. Lundgren's assurances that he would like to build 
more, then that would alleviate that concern. He said it would require a lot split; it would also require 
a six-foot perimeter wall, a block wall because those tenants need to have some assurance, some 
protection from any surrounding business operations. 

Commissioner Gallup said he has a problem with a lot of what was just said by Assistant Town 
Manager O'Neill. He explained that all of that property is surrounded by C2 so, he does not see why 
that is not spot zoning. He noted that in our General Plan, it says, "The Town would not want to 
approve a building permit for a new gas station in a residential community." He said that is not what 
is going on here, but if it was reversed, that is what is going on. He said he is having a problem with 
putting residential in the middle of commercial. He spoke of his participation with the dissolving of 
a church which happened because the commercial had encroached so much on the church. He said 
this seems the opposite to him; we are going into a commercial and trying to put in residential. He 
asked if there is enough parking for the people to park their RVs or their off-road toys and trailers. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill said we would do parking lot calculations, and obviously it meets 
all the set-backs already. 

Commissioner Gallup said that turning a piece of C2 into a residential, scares him. 

Commissioner Nichols noted that in coming down here for the last 20 years, she has seen the changes 
and lack of changes along Main Street and in Town. She said she sees the benefit of looking at 
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adapting and using it as a transition; when driving up Main Street you see that C2 is not really working 
for Quartzsite if you look at all the businesses that have closed down with the exception of the 
Stagecoach Motel and a few of the vendors. She spoke of the seasonal businesses and vendors. She 
suggested being flexible to modifying the zoning from C2 to R3. She added that ifwe are wanting to 
encourage businesses to come to Quartzsite and stay in Quartzsite, we need to give them an 
opportunity to make their revenues year-round. She said she thinks we need to be open-minded to 
considering the change from C2 to R3, possibly in a greater area than just the project. 

Commissioner Kuehl said the General Plan is a guide and provided a definition for transitional zoning. 

Commissioner Minke commented that she lives in a residential area that has commercial a block and 
a half away and it is pretty messy. She talked of making decisions on an individual basis and not just 
one clean sweep. 

There was discussion of properties needing to be cleaned up by the Town's Code Compliance Officer. 

Commissioner Minke asked if there is something that explains the difference between industrial and 
commercial. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill replied that definitions and list of acceptable uses for all zones are 
in the Zoning Code. 

Commissioner Heaton said he takes issue with the idea that Assistant Town Manager O'Neill thinks 
that the C2 zoning that he is bringing to the Commissioners' attention, that is the Yacht Club and 
adjacent property across the street that has one resident is somehow transitional zoning to R3 when 
those are C2, fully exonerated as far as their meeting requirements, they are C2. He said that the only 
R3 we are talking about is the one that is up for a rezone, so it has no comparison; it is not transitional; 
it does not transition to anything. He said those uses of C2 are not transitional to R3. Commissioner 
Heaton said Assistant Town Manager O'Neill seemed to imply that they are. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill said they clearly are. 

It was stated that RV parks are zoned as C2, and there was a discussion of RV parks. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill explained that transitional zoning is very limited; there are uses in 
C2 that are residential type uses. They are not single-family residential or a single dwelling; they are 
commercial uses, but they are a residential type where if you have somebody in a motel or in a mobile 
home park, like you do have with the Yacht Club, then because they are in the zone they are in, they 
are going to need to put up with noise and traffic. He said there are other C2 uses that are like mobile 
home parks and RV parks where people live; it is a transition, but it is very limited; there are only 
those two examples. 

Chairperson Collier said he is looking at the idea that we need to improve Quartzsite, the look of Main 
Street. He said he also thinks, that as a Commissioner, to do that, we should look at the use of the 
property, how the property owner can use the property to make it worth something. He said that the 
only thing he sees in the zoning changes is the density, the amount of people who can live in one area; 
it is more on R3 than it is on C2. 
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Assistant Town Manager O'Neill replied indicating that the last statement was correct. 

Chairperson Collier asked if almost all the other things that can happen on C2, can basically happen 
on R3, except businesses. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill responded that he did not think so. 

Commissioner Gallup said if you read the definitions, he thinks you can see the difference. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill spoke of acreages, and said the density definitely clearly brings it 
into high-density residential. 

Chairperson Collier said we are trying to figure out what he can do with his property, and in order to 
make it happen, we have to do the regulation of changing the zoning. He said he does not see any 
problems because he does not see where it will change anything other than that building is going to 
get finished and Main Street is going to look better. He said he thought they were looking at the best 
interests of the property owner and the best interests of the Town. 

Commissioner Heaton read the definition of high-density residential aloud. He said he is wondering 
whether the building even qualifies for that. 

When queried where Commissioner Heaton was reading from, he replied, Town of Quartzsite 2014 
General Plan, Page 15. 

Commissioner Gallup said the 2,000-foot area comes in several other places, too. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill said that is the General Plan not the Zoning Code. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, said Zoning Code is under Chapter 6, Article VI, and the 
minimum lot area per dwelling unit is 2,000 square feet per unit. 

Commissioner Gallup said to go to the top line of the page that was just read. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, said 8,000 is the minimum square foot for the lot. 

Commissioner Gallup said down below, it says minimum ... 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, continued, 2,000 per dwelling; so, if he had 8,000 square 
feet, he would only be allowed four units. 

Commissioner Gallup replied no, because minimum open space; please read that. He said, by the 
existing rules, it does not fit; that does not mean we cannot do something; his hang-up is putting 
residents in an area that is - and he read, "This district is intended to promote and preserve the full 
range of businesses in commercial use generating heavy traffic flows intended to serve the total 
shopping and serving needs of the entire community." 

A scenario concerning living in one of those apartments and trying to leave the grounds during the 
season was reviewed. 
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Commissioner Gallup noted that C2, by nature, generates heavy traffic, which is the I-10 business 
route 

Commissioner Heaton noted that those things do not apply with what you would call community 
standards when you have facing traffic; that is why you have a difference between C2 and R3. He 
said you do not expect to find all of those kinds of problems in normal R3 zoning; normal R3 zoning 
is very community-oriented. 

There was a discussion of the zoning of other towns and cities. 

There was a discussion about possibly amending the General Plan. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill said it does not fall into the requirements for an amendment to the 
General Plan. 

Commissioner Gallup said BLM has us land-locked. 

Commissioner Minke said it seems like we have a chance to make Main Street look better, a chance 
for a definite improvement to Main Street; she said let us take that chance. 

Commissioner Kuehl said the people who would be renting the apartments would know where they 
will be renting having seen the area. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill indicated that he made a mistake in his recommendation; his 
wording was incorrect. He said it says, "Staff recommends approval of the zoning application." He 
said that was not correct; because the Commission does not approve the application, Council approves 
the application. 

Commissioner Gallup said the Commission can make a recommendation. He said Mr. Lundgren is 
taking all the chances here. 

Commissioner Nichols moved to approve the zoning as stated here in Item 4 to be forwarded to the 
Council to approve the request that the Commission would recommend the request to rezone the 
property that we are speaking about from C2 to R3. 

Commissioner Minke seconded the motion. 

Commissioner Heaton said that as far as he is concerned, it is not appropriate to make this change 
because it is not incorporated in the General Plan. 

Vote: MOTION CARRIED (summary: Yes = 4, No = 2). 

Yes: Chairperson David Collier, Commissioner Dennis Kuehl, Commissioner Nancy Nichols, 
Commissioner Eileen Minke 
No: Commissioner Dan Heaton, Commission Skip Gallup 

5. CU- 8511-092019-01 LOCATION: 918 N. CENTRAL BLVD, QUARTZSITE, AZ

85346. APN NUMBER: 306-14-009. APPLICANT: RANCHO MPH LLC.
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REQUEST: CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT FOR A PROPANE SALES - Discussion 
and possible approval. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill said the applicant has also complied with the citizen review process 
requirements; he submitted the letter to the property owners within 300 feet. He said he thought one 
person attended his meeting; he did not get any written responses back. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill said we have received, as you have heard today, at least two or three 
comments from citizens regarding propane filling stations in Town; but he has complied with all of 
the citizen review requirements and it meets all of the other requirements of staff to move this forward 
for your consideration. 

Commissioner Heaton spoke of the comments from the audience relative to this Conditional Use 
Permit. 

Commissioner Gallup spoke of the applicant's compliance and participation in the process, and that 
he really likes the idea of pulling traffic off Highway 95. 

Commissioner Nichols said she thought they made an excellent proposal; she spoke of the traffic 
issues that might be alleviated. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, said that when they install their propane tanks, if this is 
approved, they have to follow the State Fire Marshall guidelines. 

Commissioner Heaton said he thinks that the slight rotation of the propane tank and the avenues to it, 
is something that is going to work in their favor. He complemented the Quail Run property. 

Commissioner Minke moved to accept the Conditional Use Permit. 

Commissioner Heaton seconded the motion. 

Vote: MOTION CARRIED unanimously (summary: Yes = 6). 

Yes: Chairperson David Collier, Commissioner Dennis Kuehl, Commissioner Dan Heaton, 
Commissioner John "Skip" Gallup, Commissioner Nancy Nichols, Commissioner Eileen Minke 

6. PROPOSED ZONING CODE AMENDMENT THAT AFFECTS ZONING ARTICLE

3 DEFINITIONS TO ADD POULTRY - Discussion and possible approval of Proposed
Zoning Code Amendment.

Chairperson Collier said this Item would be tabled and sent back to staff for clerical work. 

7. ZONING ARTICLE 5, SECTION 2, PARAGRAPH 12, C-2 TO ADD RETAIL

PROPANE SALES - Discussion and possible approval to add Retail Propane Sales to
Zoning Article 5.

Chairperson Collier said this Item would be tabled and sent back to staff for clerical work. 
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8. ZONING ARTICLE 5, SECTION 2, PARAGRAPH 16, LI TO ADD WHOLESALE

PROPANE STORAGE - Discussion and possible approval to add Wholesale Propane
Storage.

Chairperson Collier said this Item would be tabled and sent back to staff for clerical work. 

9. ZONING ARTICLE 5, SECTION 2, PARAGRAPH 24, TO REMOVE THE
REQUIREMENT TO ERECT A SOLID 6' (FOOT) IDGH FENCE ALONG THE

STREET SIDE OF COMMERCIAL PROPERTY - Discussion and possible approval.

Chairperson Collier said this Item would be tabled and sent back to staff for clerical work. 

COMMUNICATIONS: 

10. Reports from the Chairperson on current events.

None. 

11. Reports from the Commissioners on current events.

Commissioner Gallup spoke about and asked questions about the four items pulled from the agenda. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill explained they were not properly noticed and will be brought back 
at the appropriate time. He said the citizen review meeting has to be done before we publish the notice 
in the paper. 

The Commission said they need more work sessions. 

12. Reports from the Assistant Town Manager to the Planning and Zoning Commission.

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill talked about the updated Development Procedures Policy which 
contains all the updates. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill handed out the Citizen Review Plan that staff has created to facilitate 
the citizen review process. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill spoke of two or three construction projects they are working on that 
they have reviewed plans on, including Terrible Herbst. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, said Tesla is expanding from six or eight to 24 or 28 charging 
station units, and then Love's is installing six she thinks. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill said there is another company coming in putting in a small, short 
antenna for a wireless Internet service. He said we are working on Arco plans that are still under 
review, for four or six filling stations at their truck stop. 

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill said we are going to file for a broadband planning grant; and there 
is a fiber optic plan in the works. 
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Assistant Town Manager O'Neill said the CDBG grant for the community building annex is in process; 
he gave details. 

Gabriel Marcurio, Code Compliance Officer, spoke of people complying; he also spoke of starting the 
paperwork to enforce the Code for those who take no action. 

Tracey Hess, Community Development, said we did $12,000 in building permit revenue just since 
July. 

13. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS - Direction to staff regarding future agenda items.

Assistant Town Manager O'Neill said there will be an ordinance on small cell towers in the public 
right of way for the Commission to review. 

Commissioner Heaton said he wants Open Meeting Law training for the Commission. 

Commissioner Kuehl moved to adjourn. 

Commissioner Gallup seconded the motion. 

Vote: MOTION CARRIED unanimously (summary: Yes = 6). 
Yes: Chairperson David Collier, Commissioner Dennis Kuehl, Commissioner Dan Heaton, 
Commissioner John "Skip" Gallup, Commissioner Nancy Nichols, Commissioner Eileen Minke 

The meeting was adjourned at 5:10 p.m. 

ADJOURNMENT: 5:10 p.m. 

CERTIFICATION 

I hereby certify that the foregoing minutes are a true and correct copy of the minutes of the 
October 15, 2019 meeting of the Planning and Zoning Commission of the Town of Quartzsite, 
Arizona, held on October 15, 2019. 

I further certify that the meeting was duly called and held and that a quorum was present. 

DATEDthis /lj�day of ;/gA[UfUZ'/ ��I/ 

On behalf of the Commission, 

Planning and Zoning Commission 

Regular Meeting and Public Hearing 

✓ WitL '1tt� � 
Tina M. Abriani, Town Clerk 
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